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The best place for ink is on 
your banners!
Downtown Decorations banners are imaged 
with heat-set UV-stabilized inks that are 
bonded to the fabric during the printing 
process. Once the banners are complete, 
the ink poses little to no environmental 
hazard. However, in its soluble state, 
these inks are costly to properly discard. 
To this end the company has worked 
with U.S. ink manufacturers to develop 
a line of standard ink colors that resist 
fading and comply with the company’s 
warranty and corporate eco-statement.

We encourage ink colors to be chosen 
from the selection on this page. These 
inks can be used for your project and the 
excess can be returned to the master ink 
bucket forfuture usage, hence we can 
mutually eliminate waste and the safe 
handling costs of soluble disposal.

Realizing that this is not possible for 
many of our clients we gladly prepare 
any custom color match, however your 

-
ers and a small amount may need to be 
discarded. Because we want to ensure 
that non-toxic UV-stabilized pigmenta-
tion is used for your product and to safe-
ly dispose of the excess ink, it is neces-
sary to charge an additional fee.

Thanks for your understanding and co-
operation.

PMS 115c Lemon Yellow

PMS 288c Royal Blue

PMS 7403c Rich Gold

PMS 123c Yellow

PMS 2768c Navy

White

Cool Grey 1 through 11

Black

PMS 151c Orange

PMS 297c Light Blue

PMS 186c Red

PMS 307c Pro Blue

PMS 194c Deep Red

PMS 7467c Aquamarine

PMS 195c Burgundy

PMS 348c Kelly Green

PMS 236c Pink

PMS 350c Forest Green

PMS 2645c Light Purple

PMS 375c Lime Green

PMS Violet c

PMS 476c Brown

PMS 4705c Sienna Brown

PMS 7506c Flesh

DD Standard UV Sensitive Colors: Red/Yellows/Pinks & Purples
Custom PMS with UV stabilizers are available at additional cost of $350 per colors

DD Standard UV Sensitive Colors: Blues/Greens/Browns
Custom PMS with UV stabilizers are available at additional cost of $50 per colors

Outdoor Fabric Ink Selection


